A new scenario of AMPTE/CCE observation of substorm onset and current disruption and the corresponding physical processes is presented. Toward the end of late growth phase plasma p increases to >_ 50 and a low frequency instability with a wave period of 50 -75 seconds is excited and grows exponentially to a large amplitude at the onset of current disruption. At the current disruption onset higher frequency instabilities are excited so that the plasma and electromagnetic field form a turbulent state. Plasma transport and heating take place to reduce plasma , B and modify the ambient plasma pressure and velocity profiles so that the ambient magnetic field recovers from a tail-like geometry to a more dipole-like geometry. To understand the excitation of the low frequency global instability, a new theory of kinetic ballooning instability (KBI) is proposed to explain the high critical threshold (pc 2 50) of the low frequency global instability observed by the AMPTE/CCE. The stabilization kinetic effects of trapped electron and finite ion Larmor radii give rise to a large parallel electric field and hence a parallel current that greatly enhances the stabilizing effect of field line tension to the ballooning mode. As a result for excitation of KBI is greatly increased over the ideal MHD ballooning instability threshold by 2 O(102). The wave-ion magnetic drift resonance effect typically reduces Pc by up to 20% and produces a perturbed resonant ion velocity distribution with a duskward velocity roughly equal to the average ion magnetic (VB and curvature) drift velocity as the KBI grows to a large amplitude (6B/B 2 0.3). Higher frequency instabilities such as cross-field current instability (CCI) can be excited by the additional velocity space free energy associated with the positive slope in the perturbed resonant ion velocity distribution.
Abstract.
A new scenario of AMPTE/CCE observation of substorm onset and current disruption and the corresponding physical processes is presented. Toward the end of late growth phase plasma p increases to >_ 50 and a low frequency instability with a wave period of 50 -75 seconds is excited and grows exponentially to a large amplitude at the onset of current disruption. At the current disruption onset higher frequency instabilities are excited so that the plasma and electromagnetic field form a turbulent state. Plasma transport and heating take place to reduce plasma , B and modify the ambient plasma pressure and velocity profiles so that the ambient magnetic field recovers from a tail-like geometry to a more dipole-like geometry. To understand the excitation of the low frequency global instability, a new theory of kinetic ballooning instability (KBI) is proposed to explain the high critical threshold (pc 2 50) of the low frequency global instability observed by the AMPTE/CCE. The stabilization kinetic effects of trapped electron and finite ion Larmor radii give rise to a large parallel electric field and hence a parallel current that greatly enhances the stabilizing effect of field line tension to the ballooning mode. As a result for excitation of KBI is greatly increased over the ideal MHD ballooning instability threshold by 2 O(102). The wave-ion magnetic drift resonance effect typically reduces Pc by up to 20% and produces a perturbed resonant ion velocity distribution with a duskward velocity roughly equal to the average ion magnetic (VB and curvature) drift velocity as the KBI grows to a large amplitude (6B/B 2 0.3). Higher frequency instabilities such as cross-field current instability (CCI) can be excited by the additional velocity space free energy associated with the positive slope in the perturbed resonant ion velocity distribution.
Introduction
A critical process in the previously established view of the substorm onset and current disruption based on the observation of AMPTE/CCE spacecraft is the explosive growth phase (which lasts , seconds is excited and grows exponentially to a large amplitude with 6B/B 2 0.3 at the onset of current disruption. The half wave period of the instability before the current disruption onset corresponds to the explosive growth phase. At the current disruption onset higher frequency instabilities (with wave periods 15 sec, 10, sec, 5 sec, etc.) are excited and the plasma and electromagnetic field form a strong turbulent state for -4 -5 minutes. During the strong turbulent state anomalously fast plasma transport and heating take place to modify the average plasma pressure and flow profiles so that the ambient magnetic field recovers from a tail-like geometry to a more dipole-like geometry. Two key issues need to be resolved in order to further understand the physical processes of the current disruption and subsequent magnetic field dipolarization:
(1) the excitation mechanism and the high plasma p threshold (2 50) of the low frequency global instability that underlines the explosive growth phase; (2) the physical mechanism of the enhanced ion drift in the explosive growth phase that leads to excitation of higher frequency instabilities. To understand these two key issues, we have developed a new theory of kinetic ballooning instability (KBI), which results from the release of configuration space ballooning free energy of nonuniform pressure with gradient in the same direction as the inagnetic field curvature. Previously ballooning instability based on ideal MHD model has been proposed to explain the current disruption [ Rous et al., 19911 
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( 5 1) for instability, which is contrary to the high / 3 values (2 20) observed by AMPTE/CCE throughout the late growth phase. In this paper we show that kinetic effects such as trapped particle dynamics, finite ion Larmor radii (FLR) and wave-particle resonances are important in determining the stability of KBI and we are able to answer these two key issues of substorm onset and current disruption.
The kinetic ballooning instability theory properly explains the wave frequency, growth rate and high ,& (2 50) of the low frequency instability observed by the AMPTE/CCE. Because the wave phase velocity along the field lime is smaller than the electron thermal velocity, the trapped electron effect coupled with ion FLR effects causes a large parallel electric field and thus a much enhanced parallel current which greatly enhances the stabilizing field line tension over the value expected from the MHD theory. As a result, a much higher Pc than that based on the ideal MHD model is obtained Another consequence of the wave-particle resonance is to produce a localized perturbed ion distribution in the velocity space centered around vy = v d i , where vy is the particle velocity in the dusk direction and vda is the average ion magnetic (VB and curvature) drift velocity. As KBI grows to a large amplitude, the perturbed ion velocity distribution increases so that df,/dvy > 0 for vy 5 udi, which provides an additional free energy source for higher frequency instabilities such as CCI. As the higher frequency instabilities quickly grow to large ' amplitudes, they combine with KBI to form a strongly plasma turbulence, which leads to anomalously large plasma transport and heating in the current disruption phase. In a few minutes the plasma , B decreases and the pressure profile relaxes to a more quiet time-like profile and the magnetic field recovers to a more dipole-like geometry. Thus, the new substorm scenario emphasizes a global low-frequency mode (KBI) which can naturally account for the explosive growth phase and the initiation of subsequent current disruption through a combination of KBI and CCI.
Low Frequency Global Instability Observed by AMPTE/CCE
Evidence for the low-frequency perturbations occurring prior to current disruption onset can be found in detailed examination of magnetic field during current disruption events. " ' ' " , , , 1 1 , 1 . 1 , 1 , . . , ' , ' ' " '~ Note that the exponentially low-frequency perturbation begins quite early at -11:51:30 UT, N 1.5 min before the onset of current disruption. It is interesting to note that there is almost no magnetic field fluctuation before the low frequency global instability was observed. Although not shown here, the general characteristics of the low frequency perturbation given here are also found in another current disruption event (June 1, 1985) [Lui et al., 19921 which we have examined.
The 30sec exponential growth phase period of the low frequency global instability (with amplitude reaching 6 B / B > 0.3) just before the current disruption onset was previously called "explosive growth phase" [Ohtani et al., 19921 which is accompanied by a large duskward shift of the ion velocity distribution function and hence a significantly enhanced cross-tail current density [Luz, 19961. This enhanced cross-tail ion drift population is responsible for exciting higher frequency instabilities such as CCI which together with the low frequency global instability last through out the current disruption phase and form a strong turbulent state.
During the late growth phase of substorms the plasma pressure in the midnight sector of the near-Earth tail (-7 -RE) observed by the AMPTE/CCE [Lui et aE., 19921 usually increases -50% from -10 minutes prior to the current disruption onset to the time the low frequency global instability is observed. The corresponding plasma p usually increases from N 10 to > 60. This pressure change leads to cross-tail current enhancement and thinning of the plasma sheet. Although there is no observational determination on the pressure profile during the late growth phase, it is reasonable to expect that the plasma pressure decreases monotonically with increasing radial distance. Energy associated with the current enhancement can be viewed as being stored in the large-scale magnetic field on the nightside.
Kinetic Ballooning Instability
Based on the AMPTE/CCE observation of particle data [Lui et al., 1992; Lui, 19961 , at the end of the growth phase the average electron energy is about 5keV and the average ion energy is about 10keV. The particle velocity distribution function does not have appreciable bulk drift and the plasma pressure becomes isotropic in the late growth phase in a few minutes before the onset. The average ion magnetic drift velocity evaluated at the average ion energy is about the same as the ion thermal velocity if the V B scale length is on the order of average ion Larmor radius.
With these information we consider KBI perturbations with the orderings: k l p , N O(1) and kll << k~ and wbhe > (w/kll) > uthi [Cheng, 1982b [Cheng, , 1982a , where the subscripts 11 and I represent parallel and perpendicular components to the equilibrium magnetic field, respectively. With these orderings the following kinetic effects must be considered: trapped electron dynamics, ion FLR effect and wave-particle resonance with w -W d i = 0. w e shall obtain approximate solutions of the perturbed particle distributions based on the gyrokinetic formulation by assuming that both electrons and ions have local Maxwellian equilibrium distribution functions I Cheng et aE., 19951, equilibrium with the magnetic field expressed as B = V + x V a , where + is chosen as the magnetic flux function which is a function of L-shell only and a is an azimuthal-angle like variable with a period of 2w. The guiding center particle equilibrium distribution is assumed to be F = F(E, $) so that the equilibrium pressure is a function of $J only. We consider perturbations with kllLll > 1 and k l L l > 1. and Lli > L I , where L I I ,~ are the parallel and perpendicular background equilibrium scale lengths respectively. We assume a WKB eikonal representation for perturbed quantities. i.e.,bf(Z.u',t) = bf(s.kL.
We shall consider a three-dimensional magnetospheric Including full FLR effects the perturbed particle distribution function can be expressed in terms of the rationalized MKS unit as Sf = (q/M)aF/a€ [(w,'/w)@-(l- are the fieldline locations at the southern and northern hemispheric ionospheres, respectively. In terms of these variables we have L Un-trapped particles correspond to 0 5 X 5 h, and trapped particles to h, 5 X 5 h at a given field line location s, where h, is the minimum value of h(s) along a field line. The trapped electron dynamics is mainly determined by its fast parallel bounce motion and to the lowest order in (w/wae) [Cheng, 1982a; In comparison with the limit without trapped elect r y effects, the parallel electric field is enhanced by N e / { N e , + Ne,A) which is much larger than unity near the equator for bi -O(1). Making use of the parallel Ampere's law the perturbed parallel current is given by which represents the enhancement of stabilizing field line tension due to effects of trapped electrons and ion FLR.
To obtain the eigenmode equation for ballooning instability we follow the derivation presented in the paper by Cheng et al. [1995] . By multiplying the gyrokinetic equation with particle charge, integrating it over the velocity space and summing it over all species, and making use of the parallel component of the Ampere's law we obtain
(13)
where VA = B/(niMi)1/2 is the AlfvCn speed, and the nonadiabatic perturbed pressures for each particle species are given by
Note that the relation B 6B + 6Pl N 0 is used for low frequency instabilities with w << k l V~ [Cheng, 1991; Cheng and Qian, 1994; Cheng et aL, 19951. Equations (1 1) where R, is the radius of the magnetic field curvature and L, is the pressure gradient scale length, and 
Summary and Discussion
In this paper we have identified a new scenario and physical processes of substorm onset and current disruption observed by AMPTE/CCE. Approximately 2 minutes before the current disruption onset, a global kinetic ballooning instability with period of about 50 -75 seconds is excited as the plasma p increases above a high threshold value of _> 50. The plasma p in the growth phase is usually larger than 10 which is much larger than the ballooning mode p threshold based on the ideal MHD theory. As KBI grows to a large amplitude with 6 B / B > 0.3, the wave-ion resonance with w -Wdi = 0 produces a perturbed ion distribution centered around vy N V& and thus the full ion distribution function has a positive slope with aFi/dw > 0 for wy 5 'u&. The perturbed ion distribution provides the velocity space free energy to excite instabilities such as CCI. As these low and high frequency instabilities grow, a strong plasma turbulence can be developed fully to yield large plasma transport (via diffusion, convection as well as magnetic reconnection) and heating. In a few minutes the plasma pressure profile averaged over the fast fluctuation time scales is changed so that the magnetic field recovers to a more dipole-like geometry that satisfies the force balance equation.
